The BPP Impression

Let us keep the BPP weighed in its entirety. The new generation must pick up the long-established history so that they can make connection and be able to flow with the wholeness of the Black Revolution Movement--BPP. It has been stated, "You can kill the revolutionary but not the revolution." The BPP is time-honored so that others can learn how to fulfill their call in/to the revolution. The BPP model has lead the way from oppression to service, from liberation to perseverance. The BPP serves as a map for all poor and oppressed people, giving information, and guiding principles (10-point platform program) that others can appreciate for what it was back then. We must look at what was it that helped to control and change the communities and what is it going to take right now?

The BPP were of two major chucks: (1), sacrifice and (2), making a difference. (1), Sacrifice--back then taught that offering of oneself in BPP Unity lead to some bloodshed (beatings and/or killings, etc) because of racial discrimination. The sacrifices remind me that because of oppression it required the costly gift of life. The oppressor required the blood of BPP members and it became of a standard for living a life as a revolutionary. From slavery to civil rights and beyond, without the sacrifice there would not be a Liberation Movement. (2), Making a difference mean a positive change in defense of all people. The slogan: All Power to the People is for all people. Those words are very special and even to raise the fist empowers. It was essential for people to come together from out of the separate areas of settlement (land) in America that oppressed its people. Today's concern constantly needs partnership with others of like-mindedness to address, organize, etc present and future repression experiences. Let us carry on the fight and change the world.
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